INTRODUCTION
============

Proteins are social molecules and most biological processes require many of them to interact. This has encouraged many projects aimed at finding protein functions based on the detection of their relationships. Genome-scale interaction discovery approaches, such as the two-hybrid system ([@gki037c1]--[@gki037c5]) and affinity purification ([@gki037c6],[@gki037c7]) have suggested thousands of protein--protein interactions. *In silico* approaches have also predicted many interactions with levels of accuracy similar to those determined experimentally ([@gki037c8]). Put together, all these interactions have uncovered many aspects of protein connectivity but without critical molecular details often necessary to understand their function. Another difficulty is that it is often impossible to distinguish between direct physical interactions and functional associations that may not involve direct atomic contacts between macromolecules. Currently, atomic details of interactions are present in high-resolution three-dimensional (3D) structures of protein complexes but this information is scarce and has been largely overlooked in large-scale studies. The database of interacting domains of known 3D structure (3did) exploits structural information to provide atomic details for thousands of direct physical interactions between proteins.

3did CONTENT
============

Proteins are composed of modular elements (domains) that to a great extent determine their structure, function and interaction partners. We thus decided to structure our database on domains rather than full-length proteins. 3did obtains the high-resolution structures of individual proteins and complexes from the Protein Data Bank (PDB) ([@gki037c9]). Pfam ([@gki037c10]) domains are then assigned to each individual protein and interactions between them are computed and the information stored.

Currently, 3did includes information on 50 700 protein chains of known 3D structure making a total of 48 426 domain--domain interactions. Of these, 13 482 occur between domains in the same chain (i.e. intra-molecular) and 34 944 between domains lying in different proteins (i.e. inter-molecular). We grouped these interactions into 2535 types according to the Pfam domains mediating them. Of these 411 always interact within the same polypeptide chain (intra-molecular), 1765 are only seen in different chains (inter-molecular), and 359 containing both intra- and inter-molecular interactions. When available, 3did also contains functional information about the interacting domains. Gene Ontology (GO) ([@gki037c11]) terms for molecular function, biological process and cellular component could be assigned to 1325, 1122 and 480 families, respectively. The database also contains 1128 links between known structures and interactions between yeast proteins determined experimentally as defined in MIPS ([@gki037c12]). New 3D structures are incorporated weekly and major updates take place whenever a new version of Pfam is released. Up-to-date statistics on 3did contents can be found in the website.

3did USAGE AND FEATURES
=======================

The standard way of accessing the database is by querying it with a particular domain. When doing so, 3did will show all domains that physically interact with our domain of interest and for which the 3D structure of the interaction is known. We computed physical interactions by requiring at least five contacts (hydrogen bonds, electrostatic or van de Waals interactions) between the two domains, and removed those that lack a significant interface as described previously ([@gki037c13]). Nevertheless, it is likely that 3did still contains some non-biological contacts (e.g. from crystal packing), although we are working to remove them. The page will also show a list of the PDB codes for such domains and the associated functional GO terms, if defined. All the domain--domain interactions will also be displayed as an interactive network (Figure [1](#gki037f1){ref-type="fig"}), where the user can choose the depth and a color scheme based on molecular function, biological process or cellular compartment as described by GO. The network also gives information on the type of contacts (i.e. intra- or inter-molecular) observed between the domains.

The user can then select a particular interaction among all the possibilities and retrieve the specific details stored in 3did. The output page for each domain--domain interaction displays a table with information concerning all the known 3D structures where this interaction is found (Figure [2](#gki037f2){ref-type="fig"}). The table shows the exact location of the two domains in the 3D complex and gives empirical potential scores and *Z*-scores, which provide a measure of the number of favorable interacting residue pairs at the interface ([@gki037c13],[@gki037c14]). They generally account for interaction specificity: the higher the *Z*-score, the more specific the interaction. Finally, by clicking on the *rasmol* ([@gki037c15]) icon, we will get a display of the 3D complex. The two interacting domains are colored and shown in *ribbons* representation with the residues participating in the interface (i.e. making hydrogen bonds, salt bridges or van der Waals contacts) are shown in *ball-and-stick* (Figure [2](#gki037f2){ref-type="fig"}, top right).

The table also contains links to our tool for plotting similarity in interactions (SimInt) ([@gki037c16]). SimInt plots structural comparisons (iRMSD) of all instances of interactions of known 3D structure, highlighting those between the domains of interest (Figure [2](#gki037f2){ref-type="fig"}, bottom right). This plot provides details as to how interactions involving particular families, superfamilies and folds, as defined in the SCOP database ([@gki037c17]) can vary. Based on an analysis of hundreds of interactions, we suggested that two pairs of proteins do interact in a similar way if the iRMSD is \<10 Å.

We have also incorporated into 3did experimental interaction data for the Yeast *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* from MIPS (Figure [2](#gki037f2){ref-type="fig"}). For each yeast protein, we assign domains and whenever two interacting proteins contain domains also present in 3did, we suggest that the interaction will likely occur via these domains, therefore suggesting molecular details for such interaction (e.g. which residues are involved, etc.). It should be noted that some interactions in MIPS (i.e. those that form pull-down experiments) link subunits in a complex that are not in physical contact and thus are not present in 3did.

The user can also choose to query 3did by pasting a protein sequence. Here, the web-tool will graphically display your sequence with Pfam domains assigned automatically by means of BLAST ([@gki037c18]) (*E*-value ≤ 10^−5^) and links to interaction information for each domain. Alternatively, the user can search for all interactions in a given structure (Figure [3](#gki037f3){ref-type="fig"}) or query 3did directly with GO or SCOP accession codes.

3did also offers the possibility to check whether there is a putative indirect interaction path across similar proteins of known structure. The search engine looks for all possible paths in 3did and displays those with the shortest length. This is particularly useful for large complexes, where components are known, but not the physical contacts. For example, in cytochrome *c* oxidase (COX), we can find a path between domains COX2 and COX8 since, although they do not interact directly, both interact with COX4 (Figure [3](#gki037f3){ref-type="fig"}).

Future developments will include domain definitions from SMART ([@gki037c19]), additional experimental interaction data and classification of interaction types (transient, tight-complexes, etc.).

AVAILABILITY
============

MySQL and flat files containing the entire database are available through the website for independent studies.

![Network of interacting domains. The domain of interest (e.g. Alpha-amylase) is shown as a rhombus and the interacting domains as ellipses. By default, the interaction graph is colored randomly, but it can be colored based on functional GO terms. Bold lines represent intra-chain interactions (i.e. between domains in the same protein), thin lines indicate inter-chain interactions (i.e. between domains in different proteins) and dashed lines show interactions where both types have been seen. The network depth can be changed to include indirect interactions.](gki037f1){#gki037f1}

![Example of the information given for two interacting domains. The table shows a subset of the structures where this interaction is present, with information on the location of the interacting domains (PDB numbering) as well as the interaction scores as described previously ([@gki037c13]). By clicking at the *rasmol* icon, the user will get a 3D display of the complex with the two interacting domains shown in *ribbons* and the contacting residues in *ball-and-stick* (magnification top). Where possible, there are also links to SimInt showing how conserved is the interaction type (magnification bottom) and to yeast proteins found experimentally to interact that contain these domains.](gki037f2){#gki037f2}

![Graph of the COX complex. This shows the protein chains contained in the structure (PDB code 2occ) and the interacting domains referenced in 3did. For multiple copies of the complex, chains containing the same domains are grouped into one block. Lines connecting the domains show both inter- and intra-chain interactions as in Figure [1](#gki037f1){ref-type="fig"}.](gki037f3){#gki037f3}
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